Testosterona Injetável Nebido - Testobolin XR
1000 mg

Testobolin XR is an injectable steroid, its active substance is Testosterone Undecanoate .
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Product: Testobolin XR 1000 mg 4 ml
Category: Injectable Steroids
Ingridient: Testosterone Undecanoate
Manufacture: Alpha-Pharma
Qty: 10 amps
Item price: $27.72
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Do you love perfume? I absolutely love collecting perfumes & have had many more in the past but as I
went cruelty free, I finished what I had that was not & continued to by perfume that was only cruelty
free. Sometimes this can be hard, especially when you get into vegan & cruelty free perfumes. And one
main reason most complained about is that the scent doesn’t last as long... well with @pinrosescents
that’s not a problem. I absolutely adore all of the Pinrose collection, but this scent, Secret Genius, is my
favorite of all they have to offer. Pinrose is vegan & cruelty free. The scent is described as Madagascan
vanilla, Caramel & Sandalwood. This is definitely a more romantic, deeper blend of vanilla and caramel.
I love how they describe the notes... one being, the “vibe”. The vibe is sexy, comforting & trustworthy.
Then they finish the description off with “sips like”, White Russian. They go on to describe the perfume
like this...”melt hearts with this romantic blend of vanilla and caramel. Perfect for hatching plans and
sneaking kisses.” I love a perfume that has a backstory/story to tell. Perfumes for me bring back
memory, it’s all about nostalgia, and obviously the beauty of the bottle itself. I think the description is on
point. The bottles are beautiful. Can’t wait to add to my Pinrose collection because I’m am that girl that
if I have one, then I need the whole set! Have you ever had the pleasure of using Pinrose perfumes?.
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